
The Leaders failed the Nation 

The Editor, 

The Article “How Pakistan let itself self down” (Time, May 25th 2009) did not give any news to 

the world, seemed like a standard harsh treatment for juvenile delinquency. It’s been a while 

since some journalists are following a biased pattern in reporting Pakistan. The ‘Nation that 

failed itself’ the inside title of the article also shows how low journalism can get. Nonetheless it 

was less blunt and a bit refined version of a previous headline of a weekly that cited Pakistan 

‘the most dangerous place on earth’. 

Yes, we have mountains of problems but so have other nations in the world and we the citizens 

continue with our life here with respect and dignity. I do not suggest that this journalistic 

direction is a conspiracy or a conscious effort for a hidden agenda but isn’t there a Hippocratic 

Oath with this lot that utilizes healing words when it touches the wounds of a struggling nation.  

How can a nation fail itself? When the majority is illiterate and lives below the poverty line. A 

partial blame is understandable. Is not the story familiar enough; a corrupted few have a 

stranglehold on the masses. Yes, it’s complicated with the great urban and rural divide and 

other factors, but then there are many other artificial ‘divides’ that are created by the 

establishment to rule. Remember the departing British colonizers… it’s their cruel legacy of 

‘Divide and Rule’ that our parasite leadership follows. The country is beautiful, the nation is fine 

but it’s the installed regimes and landed aristocracy who work for the western interest that 

have baffled and confused the nation. How can the inept and visionless leaders be the nation’s 

choice, who have from the beginning destroyed all the national institutions for personal gains 

and are responsible for this failure?   

And this prescription of democracy as the only medicine doesn’t seem to be working here, 

when Senators and Parliamentarians have a price tag and when the loyalties are purchased 

openly to get to the top, how more of this can help the nation. And this takes us back to age old 

debate of global domination designs and international politics. The less we talk about the cold 

war, WMD, war on terror, invasions for oil and exploitations by superpowers, western interests 

using local parasite leadership… the better. Chomsky would give an excellent insight as to how 

the masses are exploited by a powerful few. So my journalists fraternity is advised, please be 

fair with hapless people and be responsible with words. Words cut deeper than the swords. I 

am sure they do not wish to tarnish the image of a nation that is stuck with the devil and the 

deep blue sea. 

Danish Azar Zuby  

A citizen of Pakistan, 17th May 2009 
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